ABA NATIONAL SPECIALTY OBEDIENCE TRIAL - Tues., October 6, 2015
JUDGE: MRS. SHARON ANN REDMER

BULLMASTIFF, OBEDIENCE - UTILITY A.

**Item Number** | **Breed** | **Owner** | **Handler** | **Score** | **Date**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
86 | CH BANSTOCK@OAKRIDGE BLACK MESA CDX RE. | ANITA MIGDAY & IRA KAPLAN | KIMBERLEE COOK & ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR | 176, 174 | 9-27-11.

BREEDER(S): HELENE NIETSCH & MICHELE MCGOVERN & MIKE MCGOVERN
SIRE/DAM: CH OAKRIDGE GOOD GRIEF CDX RE X CH BANSTOCK BACK TO THE FUTURE
OWNER(S): ANITA MIGDAY & IRA KAPLAN

**Item Number** | **Breed** | **Owner** | **Handler** | **Score** | **Date**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
176 | CH SPIRIT SONG N BASTION SHOWN' OFF FOR SOLO-K CDX RE AXP OJP CGC. | KIMBERLEE COOK & ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR | KIMBERLEE COOK | 176 | 5-5-09.

BREEDER(S): HOPE HOLBER MAUREEN LUCAS ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR
SIRE/DAM: CH IRONBULL KNIGHTS SILVER SLUGGER RN X CH BASTION'S SOUND OF MUSIC RN
OWNER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK & ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR

Utility Class A Awards:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Fourth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BULLMASTIFF, OBEDIENCE - OPEN A.

**Item Number** | **Breed** | **Owner** | **Handler** | **Score** | **Date**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
176 | GCH SOLO-K'S TOO HOT TO HANDLE CD RA CGC. | KIMBERLEE COOK | KIMBERLEE COOK | 174 | 9-27-11.

BREEDER(S): HELENE NIETSCH & MICHELE MCGOVERN & MIKE MCGOVERN
SIRE/DAM: CH OAKRIDGE GOOD GRIEF CDX RE X CH BANSTOCK BACK TO THE FUTURE
OWNER(S): ANITA MIGDAY & IRA KAPLAN

**Item Number** | **Breed** | **Owner** | **Handler** | **Score** | **Date**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
174 | CH SPIRIT SONG N BASTION SHOWN' OFF FOR SOLO-K CDX RE AXP OJP CGC. | KIMBERLEE COOK & ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR | KIMBERLEE COOK | 176, 174 | 5-5-09.

BREEDER(S): HOPE HOLBER MAUREEN LUCAS ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR
SIRE/DAM: CH IRONBULL KNIGHTS SILVER SLUGGER RN X CH BASTION'S SOUND OF MUSIC RN
OWNER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK & ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR

Utility Open A Awards:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Fourth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BULLMASTIFF, OBEDIENCE - NOVICE B.

**Item Number** | **Breed** | **Owner** | **Handler** | **Score** | **Date**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
185 | BEOWULF TO DANCE WITH DRAGONS, CGCA CD PCD, BN, CAA. | MAUREEN DUDEK | MAUREEN DUDEK | 181 | 10-28-12.

BREEDER(S): JENNY BAUM & KIMBERLY BENKISER
SIRE/DAM: CH BANDOG'S LEO OF RAVEN X CH BEOWULF HIS GIRL FRIDAY, CA
OWNER(S): MAUREEN DUDEK

**Item Number** | **Breed** | **Owner** | **Handler** | **Score** | **Date**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
98 | CH KNIGHTS DRAMA QUEEN OF X-ROADS RN CGC. | DONNA ATKINS | DONNA ATKINS | 185 | 7-2-11.

BREEDER(S): DONNA ATKINS
SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S MUSIC IN THE GLEN RN X CH KNIGHTS EPONA
OWNER(S): SHANNON LEVINES & DONNA ATKINS

**Item Number** | **Breed** | **Owner** | **Handler** | **Score** | **Date**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---

BREEDER(S): REBA WISDOM
SIRE/DAM: GCH BO-BECK'S MIDNIGHT ONYX OF GEM X CH RANGER'S MAJOR RAVEN
OWNER(S): ROLISSA NASH & JUDE E NEWTON

Utility Novice B Awards:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Fourth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
NO. 186 DUR-ANYA N FAITHDRIVEN JOINT VENTURE. WS48878201. 6-26-14.
BREEDER(S): DEBORAH MCLAUGHLIN & LISA HEPFNER & FRED MCLAUGHLIN
SIRE/DAM: CH DUR-ANYA'S BUILT TO LAST X CH DUR-ANYA'S Finest Cotton RN CCG
OWNER(S): LISA & DOUG HEPFNER
NO. 275 NAMBE BEDWOLF RIGHT AS RAIN BN. WS47075302. 4-19-14.
BREEDER(S): PAULA STURIALE & JENNY BALM
SIRE/DAM: GCH CH NAMBE HY-BULL RAINMAKER CD X CH BEDWOLF HIS GIRL, FRIDAY, CA
OWNER(S): PAULA STURIALE & JENNY BALM

Novice B Awards: Awards 18 178
Score 185 181

BULLMASTIFF, OBEDIENCE - NOVICE B.

156.5 17 GCH TONDA'S MIX IT UP DARLING! CCG NAP NIP RN CD. WS39853302. 11-19-09.
BREEDER(S): KARA GONZALEZ & SERGIO GONZALEZ & MICHELE MCGOVERN & ELIZABETH FALK
SIRE/DAM: CH TONDA FOR A FEW DOLLAR MORE X CH TONDA'S WHAT'S COOKIN' HIGH POINT
OWNER(S): ELIZABETH FALK & GARY V. ANDERSON & KARA ANDREWSON
NO. 188.5 45 CH ETOILE IN R IT TO WIN IT! WS44155706. 4-20-13.
BREEDER(S): CATHERINE CRUSIL & GARY V ANDERSON & NICOLE SHOOK
SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S A PERFECT PERF Y X CH TONDA'S SHE'S ALL THAT
OWNER(S): ELIZABETH FALK & CATHERINE CRUSIL
NO. 175.5 51 ETOILE DEEP IN THE HEART OF TEXAS. WS44155705. 4-20-13.
BREEDER(S): CATHERINE CRUSIL & GARY ANDERSON & NICOLE SHOOK
SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S A PERFECT PERF Y X CH TONDA'S SHE'S ALL THAT
OWNER(S): JIM & ANNA SUBLETT
NO. 180. 56 CH DOL PRIMO B MEW AMORE DELLA MIA VITA. WS33481401. 2-12-10.
BREEDER(S): CRYSTAL CORNER
SIRE/DAM: CH DOL PRIMO'S MAJOR GENERAL X CH DOL PRIMO'S REMEMBER MY NAME
OWNER(S): JIM & ANNA SUBLETT
NO. 80 CH WILL-O-WAY CHILL FACTOR OF ALTITUDE. WS424456301. 7-31-12.
BREEDER(S): KATHY MCALISTER & GWEN BADER
SIRE/DAM: BLOSSOMS BULLWINKLE X TONDA AND WILL O WAY GOING ROGUE AT ALTITUDE
OWNER(S): GWEN BADER & DAVID BADER
NO. 187.5 121 CH TRACABULL'S WHEN FATE STEPS IN AT DREAMKEEPER CCG TT. WS40327406. 3-20-12.
BREEDER(S): TRACY L MCLLOMPT
SIRE/DAM: GCH VALENTINE'S CHARDONET TANKER X CH TRACABULL'S AIN'T NOTHIN SWEETER
OWNER(S): CHRISTINE & PHILIP WALKLEY & TRACY MCMURRAY & LARRY FISHER
NO. 180 MELKEY'S I CAME TO PLAY BOYS CCG. WS47153023. 3-15-14.
BREEDER(S): MELINDA S AGEE
SIRE/DAM: CH IRONBULL KNIGHTS SLIVER SLUGGER X CH BASTION'S SOUND OF MUSIC RN
OWNER(S): MELINDA S AGEE & JIM & ANNA SUBLETT

Novice A Awards 17 45 121 56
Score 196.5 198.5 187.5 180

BULLMASTIFF, OBEDIENCE - BEGINNER NOVICE A.

189 24 CH BASTION'S DREAM ALONG WITH ME, RN, CCG. WS32218101. 2-6-10.
BREEDER(S): LYNN SPOHR & ROBERT SPOHR
SIRE/DAM: CH CH BASTION'S SOLAR STORM OF TRACABULL X CH TOPOLD + BASTION MUSTANG SALLY
OWNER(S): TRACY L MUMMERT
BREEDER(S): MICK KELLY & SUSAN CRAVEN & BARBARA ELLISON & JULIE BLACK
SIRE/DAM: CH DOX BURNHAM UP X DOX BURNHAM IT'S ALL ABOUT ME
OWNER(S): ANNE & JO MCGOWAN

Beginner Novice A Awards: Awards 17 45 121 56
Score 196.5 198.5 187.5 180

BULLMASTIFF, OBEDIENCE - BEGINNER NOVICE A. NO. 142 MELKEY'S THE TALK OF THE TOWN AT CN GD RN. WS52856306. 10-16-06.
BREEDER(S): MELINDA AGEE
SIRE/DAM: MELKEY'S COMING TO YOUR CITY X MELKEY'S I LIKE IT LIKE THAT
OWNER(S): NANNETTE CAMPBELL
Veteran/Obedience Awards: Awards 182 63
Score 132 122

OBEDIENCE HIGH IN TRIAL: 18 SCORE: 185 HIGH COMBINED OPEN & UTILITY: NA SCORE:

HIGH SCORING CHAMPION OF RECORD: 174 SCORE: 176 HIGH SCORING VETERAN: 182 SCORE: 142

OLDEST COMPETITOR IN OBEDIENCE: _______ Score: _______

BULLMASTIFF, OBEDIENCE - VETERAN CLASS.

NO. 46 CH LIMORK'S BUTTERSCOTCH Bomb Cd Gb Gh Re. WS13951502. 6-13-06.
BREEDER(S): MELINDA AGEE & BUCKY MARTIN
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAY NEVER IS ENOUGH RA X CH BI-BECK LIMORK JUST PEACHY RE
OWNER(S): STEPHEN & LORI BAUM & MELINDA BAUMAN

NO. 77 CH KNIGHT'S DRAMA Queen OF R-roads RN CCG. WS36920103. 7-2-11.
BREEDER(S): DONNA ATKINS
SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S MUSIC IN THE GLEN RN X CH KNIGHTS EPONA
OWNER(S): SHANNON LEVINES & DONNA ATKINS

Veteran/Obedience Awards: Awards 182 46
Score 132 122

Awards 24 First
Score 189

ABA NATIONAL SPECIALTY RALLY TRIAL - Tues., October 6, 2015

JUDGE: MRS. SHARON ANN REDMER
BULLMASTIFF, RALLY - NOVICE B

18  BEOWULF TO DANCE WITH DRAGONS, CGCA CD PCD, BN, CAA.
OWNER(S): GWEN BADER SPONG & DAVID SPONG
BREEDER(S): JOE MCGOWAN & ANN MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: GAMEGUARD YUKON  X  CH THE NIGHTSHIFT'S SANTA BABY
BREEDER(S): HELENE NIETERSCH & MICHELE MCGOVERN
____ 192 GAMEGUARD YUKON  X  CH THE NIGHTSHIFT'S SANTA BABY
OWNER(S): GWEN BADER SPONG & DAVID SPONG
BREEDER(S): JOE MCGOWAN & ANN MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: GAMEGUARD YUKON  X  CH THE NIGHTSHIFT'S SANTA BABY
BREEDER(S): HELENE NIETERSCH & MICHELE MCGOVERN
SCORES: 95+, 95, 94, 93+

BULLMASTIFF, RALLY - NOVICE A

149  CH OLIVE TREE'S THEORY OF EVOLUTION.
OWNER(S): JENNIFER M CBERRY & BECKY MARTIN
BREEDER(S): JENNIFER M CBERRY & ANTHONY MARTIN
SIRE/DAM: BO-BECK'S SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT  X  CH BO-BECK'S JUST WOPING UP
BREEDER(S): STEPHEN & LORI BAKER & BECKY MARTIN
SCORES: 79, 79, 79, 79

ABA NATIONAL SPECIALTY SWEEPSTAKES - PUPPY - Wed., October 7, 2015
JUDGE: MRS. KATHY KOCHER

BULLMASTIFF, SWEEPSTAKES: 6-9 MONTH PUPPY DOGS.

1  BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINT GUARDIAN OF THE GALAXY CCG.
OWNER(S): STEPHEN HEDGES & MICHELLE COGGVER
BREEDER(S): STEPHEN HEDGES & MICHELLE COGGVER
SIRE/DAM: GCH CH NAMBE HY-BULL RAINMAKER CD  X  CH BEOWULF HIS GIRL FRIDAY, CA
BREEDER(S): PAULA STURIALE & JENNY BAUM
SCORES: 29, 23, 121, 45

OLDEST COMPETING BULLMASTIFF IN RALLY TRIAL: _______
1. **ALLY'S STEALSAHEAD WISCONSIN WINTER ELEVEN.**
   - BREEDER(S): HELENE HANSMANN
   - SIRE/DAM: GCH ROPS STEALSAHEAD BRUNI SEEKING BANNER TWELVE X CH GAFFLES'S BLACK EYED PEAS CELEBRATION
   - OWNER(S): CINDY DENGLER & LYNN SPOHR
   - WITH ALLY(S): GREG CARPENTER & JOAN MEDLEY

2. **70 KNATCHBULL CLOVER CITY IT'S FATE.**
   - BREEDER(S): VICKI ALLENBRAND & BLAIR AGLAUD M.
   - SIRE/DAM: GCH ALL'S STEALSAHEAD BLACK N TAN RA, CCG X CH KNIGHT'S DRAMA QUEEN OF X ROADS RN, CCG
   - OWNER(S): VALERIE POTRATZ & DENNIS GRIMM

3. **120 FULL HOUSE IT'S A GIRL AT BLACKJACK.**
   - BREEDER(S): AGATA BIS
   - SIRE/DAM: CH BLACKJACK DOUBLE DOWN ON BOBECK X FULL HOUSE ALABAMA
   - OWNER(S): VICKI ALLENBRAND & BLAIR AGLAUD M.

4. **164 DOS MARTINOS EYE OF THE TIGER.**
   - BREEDER(S): ADRIENNE SOLER & VICKIE HAGGAS
   - SIRE/DAM: GCH BEOWULF'S SHREVEPORT CARRIAGE IN STONE X CH DOS MARTINOS OH DANI GIRL
   - OWNER(S): ADRIENNE SOLER & VICKIE HAGGAS

5. **165 BEOWULF SPECTACULAR SPLASH.**
   - BREEDER(S): JENNY BAUM WILL & DEB BRUNER & K BENISNER
   - SIRE/DAM: GCH BULLSTOCK'S H'IGHTSPOT'S CURS OURS AND MINE X BEOWULF BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL
   - OWNER(S): JENNY BAUM & JENNIFER BENNETT

6. **268 HOMESTEADS LIGHT OF MY SOUL.**
   - BREEDER(S): MARLENE PLANTE
   - SIRE/DAM: CH KNIGHTS THE KEEPER'S OF THE TREASURE X CH GAFFLES'S BLACK EYED PEAS CELEBRATION
   - OWNER(S): MARLENE PLANTE

7. **290 MINDESEY ZENORAH TORAH BORAH.**
   - BREEDER(S): JENI VOEHRINGER
   - SIRE/DAM: CH BRUTON'S X-ROAD'SXDARK EYES DON'T COME X CH MINDESEY ZENORAH BORAH
   - OWNER(S): JENI VOEHRINGER

8. **304 ANTHROPIC ESTELLE HEART OF GOLD.**
   - BREEDER(S): CHARLES CHERRY & TY KISTLER
   - SIRE/DAM: GCH DAL PRIMO MAGIC MOMENT X ANTHROCITES SHADY RED OAK
   - OWNER(S): CHARLES & CHERRY KISTLER

9. **306 ANTHROPIC ESTELLE'S AT Z.**
   - BREEDER(S): CHARLES CHERRY & TY KISTLER
   - SIRE/DAM: GCH DAL PRIMO MAGIC MOMENT X ANTHROCITES SHADY RED OAK
   - OWNER(S): CHARLES & CHERRY KISTLER

10. **320 DOS MARTINOS N BRAMSTOKE'S DARK MAGIC.**
    - BREEDER(S): ADRIENNE SOLER & VICKIE HAGGAS
    - SIRE/DAM: GCH BULLSTOCK'S CARVED IN STONE X CH DOS MARTINOS OH DANI GIRL
    - OWNER(S): KAY REIL
BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 6-7 YEAR OLD DOGS.

1. **TRACABULL'S FOUND IT @ OAKRIDGE.**
   - BREEDER(S): GWEN BADER & DAVID SPONG
   - SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S RED STORM RISING X MELKEV'S COUNTRY GIRL
   - OWNER(S): ANTONY SCULLY & JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP
   - **260 CH NEWCASTLE'S BRINGING WICKED EAST AT DOMER.**
     - BREEDER(S): REBECCA FULTON DVM AND GREGORY KUZMA AND ANTHONY SCULLY
     - SIRE/DAM: GCH ISHANA'S PLAY IT AGAIN SAM, CGC, TDI X CH NEWCASTLE'S SOPHIE, CGC TDI
     - OWNER(S): JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP & ANTHONY SCULLY
   - **350 CH DAL PRIMO'S ROWDY RODI PIPER.**
     - BREEDER(S): JOSH & SHANNON SCHARLACH
     - SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH DAL PRIMO VIVA TORONTO
     - OWNER(S): JOSH & SHANNON SCHARLACH

2. **BO-BECK'S DOUBLE FEATURE GENES.**
   - BREEDER(S): CHARLES & CHERYL KISTLER
   - SIRE/DAM: CH LEATHERNECK STEALIN HEARTS X CH ANTHRACITE MOLLOY MAGUIRE
   - OWNER(S): CHARLES & CHERYL KISTLER
   - **272 GIZAH'S SMILES AND SMILES TO GO.**
     - BREEDER(S): CAMILLA KNIGHT
     - SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK@OAKRIDGE RIO GRANDE CDX, BN, RE X CH WACHZER'S LOOK WHAT THE STORM BLEW IN AT TRACABULL
     - OWNER(S): CAMILLA KNIGHT
   - **348 CH DAL PRIMO'S ROWDY RODI PIPER.**
     - BREEDER(S): JOSH & SHANNON SCHARLACH
     - SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH DAL PRIMO VIVA TORONTO
     - OWNER(S): JOSH & SHANNON SCHARLACH

3. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 7-8 YEAR OLD DOGS.**

4. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 8-9 YEAR OLD DOGS.**

5. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 9+ YEAR OLD DOGS.**

6. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 6-7 YEAR OLD BITCHES.**

7. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 7-8 YEAR OLD BITCHES.**

8. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 8-9 YEAR OLD BITCHES.**

9. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 9+ YEAR OLD BITCHES.**

10. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 6-7 YEAR OLD.**

11. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 7-8 YEAR OLD.**

12. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 8-9 YEAR OLD.**

13. **BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 9+ YEAR OLD.**

---

**ABA NATIONAL SPECIALTY SWEEPSTAKES - VETERAN - Wed., October 7, 2015**

**JUDGE:** MRS. KATHY KOCHER

**BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 6-7 YEAR OLD DOGS.**

**BREEDER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT
**SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S UNLIMITED RISK @ TRACABULL X CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA**
**OWNER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT & JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP

**BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 7-8 YEAR OLD DOGS.**

**BREEDER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT
**SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S UNLIMITED RISK @ TRACABULL X CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA**
**OWNER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT & JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP

**BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 8-9 YEAR OLD DOGS.**

**BREEDER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT
**SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S UNLIMITED RISK @ TRACABULL X CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA**
**OWNER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT & JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP

**BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 9+ YEAR OLD DOGS.**

**BREEDER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT
**SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S UNLIMITED RISK @ TRACABULL X CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA**
**OWNER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT & JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP

---

**BEST JUNIOR IN SWEEPSTAKES:** 118

**BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX JUNIOR TO BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES:** 127

**BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES OVERALL:** 220

---

**ABA NATIONAL SPECIALTY SWEEPSTAKES - VETERAN - Wed., October 7, 2015**

**JUDGE:** MRS. KATHY KOCHER

**BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 6-7 YEAR OLD DOGS.**

**BREEDER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT
**SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S UNLIMITED RISK @ TRACABULL X CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA**
**OWNER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT & JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP

**BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 7-8 YEAR OLD DOGS.**

**BREEDER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT
**SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S UNLIMITED RISK @ TRACABULL X CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA**
**OWNER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT & JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP

**BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 8-9 YEAR OLD DOGS.**

**BREEDER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT
**SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S UNLIMITED RISK @ TRACABULL X CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA**
**OWNER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT & JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP

**BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: 9+ YEAR OLD DOGS.**

**BREEDER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT
**SIRE/DAM: CH BASTION'S UNLIMITED RISK @ TRACABULL X CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA**
**OWNER(S):** TRACY L. MUMMERT & JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP
Bullmastiff, Veteran Sweeps:

3 GCH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST
BREEDER(S): SUZANNE GARCIA & MARIO GARCIA
SIRE/DAM: CH DOX RED RODEO CH A PLUS DOX STARLIT SKIES
OWNER(S): ANN & JOE MCCOWN

2 BANGSHIES WTBERS THE PEPS GOES ON RA OAP N/JP NFP
BREEDER(S): SHANNON LEVINES & DONNA ATKINS
SIRE/DAM: A & P KELLY & A & L WATERS
OWNER(S): ANDREA & PATRICK KELLY

1 CH LINMOR'S BUTTERSCHOC BOB DB GN BR
BREEDER(S): MELISSA BAUSMAN & BECKY MARTIN
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAY NEVER IS ENUF RA CH BO BECK LINMOR JUST PEACY RE
OWNER(S): STEPHEN & LORI BAKER & MELISSA BAUSMAN

Bullmastiff, Futsity 9:12 MONTH PUPPY DOGS

12 BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINT GUARDIAN OF THE GALAXY CCG
BREEDER(S): HELENE NIETSO & MICHELLE McGOVERN
SIRE/DAM: GAMEGURDAR YUKON CH AT THE NIGHTSHFT'S SANTA BABY
OWNER(S): MARIE RICH PARISI & HELENE NIETSO & KELLYE ST. JOHN

9 PRIDES RIVER THRU WILL-O-WAY
BREEDER(S): JOE MCCOWN & ANN MCCOWN
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTH EAST CH PRIDES SHE Wears LEATHER & LACE OF WILL-O-NY
OWNER(S): BERNADINE SPONG & DAVID SPONG

7 BANSTOCK'S GAME ON
BREEDER(S): HELENE NIETSO & MICHELLE McGOVERN
SIRE/DAM: GAMEGURDAR YUKON CH AT THE NIGHTSHFT'S SANTA BABY
OWNER(S): HEATHER & COLTON JOHNSON & HELENE NIETSO & ED SLIVE

AB 117 TRACABULL'S BLAME IT ALL ON MY ROOTS
BREEDER(S): BRET & ROBERT MARTIN JR & LORI BAKER & MELISSA BAUSMAN
SIRE/DAM: BO-BECK'S SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT GCH BO-BECK'S JUST WARMING UP
OWNER(S): CATHY DELGADILLO

Bullmastiff, Futsity 6:9 MONTH PUPPY DOGS

7 BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINT GUARDIAN OF THE GALAXY CCG
BREEDER(S): HELENE NIETSO & MICHELLE McGOVERN
SIRE/DAM: GAMEGURDAR YUKON CH AT THE NIGHTSHFT'S SANTA BABY
OWNER(S): MARIE RICH PARISI & HELENE NIETSO & KELLYE ST. JOHN

9 PRIDES RIVER THRU WILL-O-WAY
BREEDER(S): JOE MCCOWN & ANN MCCOWN
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTH EAST CH PRIDES SHE Wears LEATHER & LACE OF WILL-O-NY
OWNER(S): BERNADINE SPONG & DAVID SPONG

AB 105 BASTION'S GUT DRIT
BREEDER(S): RENEE HOMBSCH & HOWARD GUSIS & LESLEY BROWN
SIRE/DAM: CH X-Roads BLACK & TAN RA, CGC CH KNIGHTS DRAMA QUEEN OF X-Roads RN, CGC
OWNER(S): RENEE HOMBSCH & HOWARD GUSIS & LESLEY BROWN

AB 197 X-ROADS & KNIGHTS SOUTHERN COWBOY
BREEDER(S): SHANNON LEVINES & DONNA ATKINS
SIRE/DAM: CH X-Roads BLACK & TAN RA, CGC CH KNIGHTS DRAMA QUEEN OF X-Roads RN, CGC
OWNER(S): NATALEE GARCIA & TY ESTETTE & SHANNA LEVINES

218 T-BOLDT'S TO PROTECT AND SERVE
BREEDER(S): RENEE HOMBSCH & HOWARD GUSIS & LESLEY BROWN
SIRE/DAM: CH X-Roads BLACK & TAN RA, CGC CH KNIGHTS DRAMA QUEEN OF X-Roads RN, CGC
OWNER(S): RENEE HOMBSCH & HOWARD GUSIS & LESLEY BROWN

AB 233 ALL'S HIS BOOM BOOM PLOW STEALEASHART
BREEDER(S): RENEE HOMBSCH & HOWARD GUSIS & LESLEY BROWN
SIRE/DAM: GCH HOPS STEALEASHART BRUN SEEKING BANNER TWELVE CH GCHFILL'S BLACK EYED PEAS CEASATION WITH ALLRS
OWNER(S): LAURA SANFILIPPO & JASPER SANFILIPPO & HOWARD GUSSIS & RENEE HOMBSCH
OWNER(S): V VALERIE & ROBERT S VESSEY
SIRE/DAM: CH GALLANT OAKS BEARER OF THE CROSS X GALLANT OAKS LEAP OF FAITH
BREEDER(S): V VALERIE & ROBERT S VESSEY
____ 264 GALLANT OAKS BE GRATEFUL.     WS47738801. 5-24-14.

OWNER(S): DANIELLE DUKES
SIRE/DAM: BO-BECK’S SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT  X  GCH BO-BECK’S JUST WARMING UP
BREEDER(S): BECKY MARTIN  & ROBERT MARTIN JR & LORI BAKER& MELISSA BAUSMAN
____ 244 BO-BECK’S DOUBLE FEATURE GENES.     WS47784308. 7-7-14.

OWNER(S): CAMILLA KNIGHT
BULLS
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK@OAKRIDGE RIO GRANDE CDX, BN, RE  X CH WACTHER’S LOOK WHAT THE STORM BLEW IN AT TRACA
BREEDER(S): TRACY MUMMERT
____ 194 TRACABULL’S FULLMOON AT SUNDOWN.    WS47366601. 6-17-14.

OWNER(S): STEPHEN & LORI BAKER & BECKY MARTIN
SIRE/DAM: BO-BECK’S SOMETHIN TO TALK ABOUT  X  GCH BO-BECK’S JUST WARMING UP
BREEDER(S): BECKY & ROBERT MARTIN JR & LORI BAKER & MELISSA BAUSMAN
____ 48 CH BO-BECK’S DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE AT STE-LOR CGC.  WS47784302. 7-7-14.

OWNER(S): DEBBY & FRED MCLAUGHLIN
SIRE/DAM: CH DUR-ANYA’S BUILT TO LAST  X  FAITHDRIVEN ISABELLA’S DESTINY RN CGC
BREEDER(S): CHRISTINA ATCHLEY
122 BLACKJACK KICKIN’ THE DUST UP. BITCH     WS50373102. 5-6-15.

OWNER(S): CAROLYN KURNIT
BULLS
SIRE/DAM: CH KNATCHBULLS 5TH AVENUE MARQUEE X CH TRACABULL & BULLY BOYS FABULOUS DESING
BREEDER(S): TRACY MUMMERT
____ 340 TRACABULL’S HABENARO DESIGN. BITCH     WS50784413. 6-1-15.

OWNER(S): GIUSEPPE MAZZAMUTO & CASSANDRA J WILLIAMS
SIRE/DAM: CH VALENTINE’S LETON BRUCE WILLIS  X  STARRDOGS PISTOLS AND PEARLS
BREEDER(S): LINDA M VALENTINE & GIUSEPPE MAZZAMUTO
____ 151 BELLA VITA’S SAMBUCA MALINARI.     WS49666304. 3-3-15.

OWNER(S): HOWARD GUSSIS & LESLEY BROWN
SIRE/DAM: GCH ROPS STEALSAHEART BRUIN SEEKING BANNER TWELVE  X  CH GAFFLES’S BLACK EYED PEAS CELEBRATION
BREEDER(S): RENEE HOMBSCH & HOWARD GUSSIS & LESLEY BROWN
____ *280 ALLR’S SHIELD OF WINTER SOLSTICE. BITCH  WS49215313. 12-10-14.

OWNER(S): JENA VOEHRINGER
SIRE/DAM: CH BRUTOWN N XTREME’S DIDN’T C ME COMING  X  CH MINDSEYE ZENYATTA JUST THE ONE FILLY
BREEDER(S): JENA VOEHRINGER
____ 237 MINDSEYE NOW AND ZEN.      WAS50457507. 4-4-15.

OWNER(S): MARY JO PETERS & JESSICA DAVIS & JENNY BAUM
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINT OURS YOURS AND MINE  X  BEOWULF BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL
BREEDER(S): JENNY BAUM & WILL & DEB BRUNER & K BENKISER
____ *213 BEOWULF MUSIC OF THE DRAGON.     WS49974502. 4-1-15.

OWNER(S): KRIS HOFF
SIRE/DAM: GCH MY COUSIN VINNE  X  SUGARTIME MY FAIR LADY
BREEDER(S): STACEY GAVIN & CHERYL PIKE
241 SUGARTIME THE NATURAL. DOG      WS50729104. 6-4-15.

OWNER(S): MARIE RICH PARISI & HELENE NIETSCH & KELLYE ST. JOHN
SIRE/DAM: GAMEGUARD YUKON  X  CH THE NIGHTSHIFT’S SANTA BABY
BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN
7 BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINT GUARDIAN OF THE GALAXY CGC.  WS48988102. 2-11-15.

OWNER(S): SHERRY BOLDT
SIRE/DAM: DOX MALACHITE ROX  X  CH NV’S JUST GIGI
BREEDER(S): TRACY MUMMERT
____ 123 NV’S MORE THAN A CRUSH.      WS50185502. 3-23-15.

OWNER(S): MARC BERNATTI
SIRE/DAM: GANEGUARD YUKON  X  CH THE NIGHTSHIFT SANTA BABY
BREEDER(S): TRACY MUMMERT
____ 7 BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINT GUARDIAN OF THE GALAXY CGC.  WS49888101. 2-11-15.
BULLMASTIFF, 6-9 MONTH PUPPY BITCHES

Note: An asterisk preceding an armband no. indicates NOHS eligible.

**BULLMASTIFF, 6-9 MONTH PUPPY BITCHES**

70 **KATNICH CLOVER COUNTRY'S IT'S FATE.**
BREEDER(S): HELEN HANSWAN
SIRE/DAM: GCH CLOVER COUNTRY'S IT'S FATE OF RA X KNATCHULL'S RUN FOR THE ROSES
OWNER(S): VALERIE POTATZ & DENNIS GRIFF

120 **FULLHOUSE IT'S A GIRL THING AT BLACKJACK.**
BREEDER(S): AGATA BIG
SIRE/DAM: CH BLACKJACK DOUBLE DOWN ON BOECK X FULL HOUSE ALABAMA
OWNER(S): VICII ALLENBRAND & BLAIR ALLUARD

164 **DOS MARTINOS EYE OF THE TIGER.**
BREEDER(S): ADRENNINE SOLER & VICKE HAGGAS
SIRE/DAM: GCH BASTSTOCK'S CARVED IN STONE X CH DOS MARTINOS OH DANI GIRL
OWNER(S): JENNY BAUM

168 **BEOWULF SPECTACULAR SPLASH.**
BREEDER(S): JENNY BAUM WALL & DEB BRUNER & K BENKISER
SIRE/DAM: GCH BASTSTOCK'S CARVED IN STONE X MINE BEOULF BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL
OWNER(S): JENNY BAUM & JENNIFER BENNETT

208 **HOMESTEADS LIGHT OF MY SOUL.**
BREEDER(S): MARLENE PLANTE & BENJAMIN PLANTE
SIRE/DAM: CH HOMESTEADS ALL EYES ON ME X REBECCA OF HOMESTEAD FARM
OWNER(S): MARLENE PLANTE

286 **MINDSEYE RAISIN A WINKLE IN TIME.**
BREEDER(S): JENNA JOEVRINGER
SIRE/DAM: CH BRATOWN N XTREME'S DIDN'T C ME COMING X CH MINDSEYE ZENYATTA JUST THE ONE FELLY
OWNER(S): JENNA JOEVRINGER

305 **ANTHROCITES A TO Z.**
BREEDER(S): CHARLES CHERYL & TY KISTLER
SIRE/DAM: GCH DAL PRIMO MAGIC MOMENT X ANTHROCITES SHADY RED OAK
OWNER(S): KARA JANISZAK, AKC REGISTRATION HANDEL

320 **DOSMARTINOS N BLACKSTOCK'S DARK MAGIC.**
BREEDER(S): ADRENNINE SOLER & VICKE HAGGAS
SIRE/DAM: GR CH BASTSTOCK'S CARVED IN STONE X CH DOSMARTINOS OH DANI GIRL
OWNER(S): KAY REIL

**BULLMASTIFF, 9-12 MONTH PUPPY BITCHES**

72 **ALLY'S STEALSAEART SNOWFLAKE AVALANCHE.**
BREEDER(S): RENEH HONBUSH & HOWARD GUSSIS & LESLEY BROWN
SIRE/DAM: GCH ROPS STEALSAEART BRUIN SEEKING BANNER TWELVE X CH GAFFLES'S BLACK EYED PEAS CELEBRATION WITH ALLR'S
OWNER(S): RENEE HOMBSCH & HOWARD GUSSIS & LESLEY BROWN

84 **OAKRIDGE CROSSING JORDYN WITH BLACKSLATE.**
BREEDER(S): VIRGINIA ROWLAND
SIRE/DAM: CH BASTSTOCK'S OAKRIDGE RIO GRANDE CDX RE X ARDEN'T SOCHOICE CHOICE
OWNER(S): ANITA MIYADAY & IRA KAPLAN

130 **ROAD & KNIGHT'S FIRE AND ICE.**
BREEDER(S): SHANNON LEVINES & DONNA ATKINS
SIRE/DAM: CH X-ROADS BLACK & TAN RA, CGC X CH KNIGHTS DRAMA QUEEN OF X-ROADS RN, CGC
OWNER(S): DONNA J ATKINS & SHANNON LEVINES

142 **BASTON'S I'M SO FANCY AT AREA.**
BREEDER(S): SHERRI BOLD & KIMBERLE COOK & LYNN SPOHR
SIRE/DAM: LIBRAN'S HIGH PERFORMANCE ALONG X CH SOLO-K'S ALL FIRD UP AT T-BOLDT
OWNER(S): MICHAEL RAINERY & NANCY DRI RAINERY

172 **SOLO-K'S HELL ON HEELS.**
BREEDER(S): LIBRAN'S HIGH PERFORMANCE ALONG X CH SOLO-K'S ALL FIRD UP AT T-BOLDT
OWNER(S): KIMBERLE COOK

**BULLMASTIFF, 12-18 MONTH JUNIOR BITCHES**

**BULLMASTIFF, 12-18 MONTH JUNIOR BITCHES**

**30** **WATCHOWNER N GOLDHILL'S O DARLIN CLEMINTINE.**
BREEDER(S): CHRISTINE OLSON & LARRY ZIMMER
SIRE/DAM: CH GOLDHILL'S GOLDHILL'S PUT SUGAR ON IT X CH GOLDHILL'S HANDSOME HECTOR RN
OWNER(S): TERRY COGULL

82 **RIVER HAVEN'S LUX RAPHSODY.**
BREEDER(S): KERRY ASHBAKER & ABBY LEHMAN
SIRE/DAM: GCH RIVERHAVEN'S DALPRIMO BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY CGC X GCH BULLSTOCKS ALL JEWELLED UP X CONNIE JANUS & SUSAN GRACEY
OWNER(S): KERRY ASHBAKER & ABBY LEHMAN

118 **LEGIONS FOR BLACKJACK RUSSIAN ROULETTE.**
BREEDER(S): KIRSTEN SMOKOVICH
SIRE/DAM: CH BASTSTOCK'S OAKRIDGE RIO GRANDE CDX BN, RE X CH WACHER'S WATCH WHAT THE STORM BLOW IN AT TRACABULL
OWNER(S): ARTHUR TAYLOR

126 **ADOR'S GREEN WITH ENVY.**
BREEDER(S): GAUNA DITTMAN & MERI TAYLOR
SIRE/DAM: GCH MARCONIAN N RIDGETOPS THUNDER ROAD X CH LEATHERNECK MARCONIAN TOWN OF THE TALK
OWNER(S): JENET EKSTROM

**218** **BULLSTOCK'S TESLA'S LOVE SONG.**
BREEDER(S): MELINDA S AGEE
SIRE/DAM: CH GCH BULLSTOCK'S SON OF ANARCHY X BULLSTOCK'S SIMPLY THE BEST
OWNER(S): MELINDA S AGEE
BULLMASTIFF, OPEN BITCHES - AAD

_1_ 194 TRACI BULL'S FULLMOON AT SUNDOWN. WS47306601. 6-17-14.
BREEDER(S): TRACY MUMMERT
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK’S CADDIE RIDGE GRAND CANOE CX BK RN X CH WACTHER’S LOOK WHAT THE STORM BLEW IN AT TRACA
OWNER(S): CAMILLA KNIGHT
SIRE: GCH BANSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTHEAST
DAM: CH SHADY OAK DELTA DAWN

_2_ 98 LADYBUG’S LA LA KEEPERS OF THE STARS. WS31069101. 8-14-09.
BREEDER(S): GERALDINE SHASTID
SIRE/DAM: CH KINGDOM’S FREEDOM FIGHTER X CH LADYBUG’S LUS TOO WALTZ ACROSS TEXAS
OWNER(S): KELLY WHITFIELD & GERALDINE SHASTID
SIRE: CH BANSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTHEAST
DAM: WREN’S JAMIE’LLE RAPIDSTAR

_3_ 194 ETTOLE TONDRA'S XTREME BLACK BETTY. WS44157002. 4-10-13.
BREEDER(S): CATHERINE CRISLIP & GARY ANDERSON & NICOLE SHOOK
SIRE/DAM: MARILYN CATHER & S PATCHEN & C CRISLIP & K ANDERSON-GONZLE
OWNER(S): MARILYN CATHER & S PATCHEN & C CRISLIP & K ANDERSON-GONZLE
SIRE: GCH BANSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTHEAST
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_4_ 350 CH NEWCASTLE'S BRINGING WICKED EAST AT DOMER. WS31416203. 8-31-09.
BREEDER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVE'S TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH DAL PRIMO VIVA TORONTO
OWNER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY

WINNERS BITCH: 334
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH: 208

NON-REGULAR BITCH CLASSES

BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN BITCHES 6-10 YEARS OLD.

_1_ 134 GCH SHADY OAK COME WHAT MAY. WS29373903. 1-27-09.
BREEDER(S): PAMELA A KOCHUBA & ROBIN DOWDING
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTHEAST X CH SHADY OAK DELTA DAWN
OWNER(S): CARL VITNER & VICK ALLENBRAND
SIRE: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_2_ 248 CH DAL PRIMO'S BUTTERCUP BOBBLE BONNIE. WS18351502. 6-13-09.
BREEDER(S): AMY LEWIS AND BRENDA CASSA
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): AMY LEWIS AND BRENDA CASSA
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_3_ 230 CH NEWCASTLE'S GEMMA. WS13314203. 9-3-09.
BREEDER(S): CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_4_ 260 CH HEARTSLUV BETTER THAN THE BEST. WS15978401. 11-19-09.
BREEDER(S): RENEA VAUGHN
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): RENEA VAUGHN
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_5_ 140 GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA. WS24973032. 2-4-08.
BREEDER(S): SHERRY BOLDT
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): SHERRY BOLDT
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_6_ 162 GCH HEARTSLUV VICTORIOUS VIVID. WS30599504. 5-17-09.
BREEDER(S): RENEA VAUGHN
SIRE/DAM: CH HIGHPOINTS FOUR ON THE FLOOR X CH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER RN
OWNER(S): RENEA VAUGHN
SIRE: CH HIGHPOINTS FOUR ON THE FLOOR
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_7_ 236 CH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA. WS03099503. 5-17-09.
BREEDER(S): RENEA VAUGHN
SIRE/DAM: CH HIGHPOINTS FOUR ON THE FLOOR X CH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER RN
OWNER(S): RENEA VAUGHN
SIRE: CH HIGHPOINTS FOUR ON THE FLOOR
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_8_ 350 CH NEWCASTLE'S BRINGING WICKED EAST AT DOMER. WS31416203. 9-3-09.
BREEDER(S): JAMES & MARILYN SCACCIA & ANTHONY SCULLY
SIRE/DAM: GCH NEWCASTLE'S GRACEFULLY DONE X CH NEWCASTLE'S SOPHIE
OWNER(S): JAMES & MARILYN SCACCIA
SIRE: GCH NEWCASTLE'S GRACEFULLY DONE
DAM: GCH NEWCASTLE'S SOPHIE

BULLMASTIFF, VETERAN BITCHES 8-10 YEARS OLD.

_1_ 196 GCH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST. WS18851706. 7-23-09.
BREEDER(S): SUZANNE GARCIA & MARIO GARCIA
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVE'S TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): SUZANNE GARCIA & MARIO GARCIA
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_2_ 156 GCH HEARTSLUV N HIGHPOINT'S MOUNTAIN AIRE BN RN. WS30599504. 5-17-09.
BREEDER(S): ANDY & HELENE HANSMANN
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): ANDY & HELENE HANSMANN
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_3_ 140 GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA. WS24973032. 2-4-08.
BREEDER(S): SHERRY BOLDT
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): SHERRY BOLDT
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES WHATSTHEBUZZ TBOLDT
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_4_ 54 GCH BANSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTHEAST. WS18351502. 6-13-09.
BREEDER(S): AMY LEWIS AND BRENDA CASSA
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): AMY LEWIS AND BRENDA CASSA
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_5_ 32 GCH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST. WS18851706. 7-23-09.
BREEDER(S): SUZANNE GARCIA & MARIO GARCIA
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVE'S TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): SUZANNE GARCIA & MARIO GARCIA
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_6_ 330 CH HEARTSLUV BETTER THAN THE BEST. WS15978401. 11-19-09.
BREEDER(S): RENEA VAUGHN
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): RENEA VAUGHN
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_7_ 258 CH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA. WS28145306. 10-19-09.
BREEDER(S): SHERRY BOLDT
SIRE/DAM: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE X CH T-BOLDT'S SR CORVETTE CUTIE
OWNER(S): SHERRY BOLDT
SIRE: CH BEAHIVES TSUMO FROM THE EDGE
DAM: GCH T-BOLDT'S JENNY TAKE A RIDE TO ARIA

_8_ 212 CH ISHANA'S THE DUCHESS OF VALOR. WS28751503. 12-28-08.
BREEDER(S): ANITA FIGUEROA
SIRE/DAM: CH LEATHERNECK IT'S ALL ABOUT ME X CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA
OWNER(S): ANITA FIGUEROA
SIRE: CH ISHANA'S MOONLIGHT SONATA
DAM: CH LEATHERNECK IT'S ALL ABOUT ME
BULLMASTIFF: JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP - OPEN SENIOR CLASS.
OWNER(S): MACENZIE ZEITZ & TINA THOMPSON
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTH EAST X GCH CH ST ELLA NOIR OF AQUITANES FOLLY
BREEDER(S): TINA THOMPSON
____ 12 CH AMELIA'S BRAVE FLIGHT OF FOLLY. BITCH
OWNER(S): SINGA TOBING
SIRE/DAM: GCH ISHANA SINGULAR SENSATION AT LEATHERNECK X GCH BRAMSTOKE'S DAYS OF FLIGHT
BREEDER(S): KAY REIL
____ *39 GCH BRAMSTOKE'S CARVED IN STONE. BITCH
OWNER(S): GERALD & KAREN COLE
SIRE/DAM: GCH BLUECHIOS ROLLOVER TO TREMPHE X GCH HEARTSLUV N HIGHPOINTS MOUNTAINS AIRE BN RN
BREEDER(S): FRANCES MEREDITH & RENEA VAUGHN
____ 25 DRAGONFLY AND ELOC ARE RINGING IN THE NEW. 
OWNER(S): GERALD & KAREN COLE
SIRE/DAM: BIS GCH TARHEEL'S TURBO MAN X GCH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER RN
BREEDER(S): RENEA VAUGHN
____ 23 GCH ELOC'S IT'S ALL GOOD HEARTSLUV. 
OWNER(S): PATRICIA LAMONICA & ANGELO LAMONICA
SIRE/DAM: GCH BANSTOCK BRUNO DF THE NORTH EAST X GCH BANSTOCK BEWITCHED BY HIGHPOINT
BREEDER(S): TINA THOMPSON
____ *17 GCH TONDRA'S A PERFECT POUR. 
OWNER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY
SIRE/DAM: GCH TNT'S GROUND BREAKER X GCH ISHANA'S DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT
BREEDER(S): PATRICIA LAMONICA & ANGELO LAMONICA
____ 15 CH CH LONELY CREEK'S BRUNETTE. 
OWNER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY
SIRE/DAM: GCH GUARDMAN'S BARB'ERIC MR T BNRN X GCH BARB'ERIC TRES-T'S POT O' GOLD BN RN
BREEDER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY
____ 11 GCH GCH BANSTOCK BRUNO DF THE NORTH EAST X GCH BANSTOCK BEWITCHED BY HIGHPOINT
BREEDER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY
____ 8 CH BREEZY HILL'S DICKIE. BITCH
OWNER(S): MANUEL QUINTERO & MANUEL QUINTERO
SIRE/DAM: CH HRH CANAS PRINCE WILLIAMS OF DOX X PEACEKEEPER CANAS GO WITH THE FLO
BREEDER(S): GERALD & KAREN COLE
____ 3 GCH GCH BANSTOCK BRUNO DF THE NORTH EAST X GCH BANSTOCK BEWITCHED BY HIGHPOINT
BREEDER(S): GERALD & KAREN COLE
____ 2 GCH GCH BANSTOCK BRUNO DF THE NORTH EAST X GCH BANSTOCK BEWITCHED BY HIGHPOINT
BREEDER(S): GERALD & KAREN COLE
____ 1 CH GCH BANSTOCK BRUNO DF THE NORTH EAST X GCH BANSTOCK BEWITCHED BY HIGHPOINT
BREEDER(S): GERALD & KAREN COLE

AB 110 CH MISSY VIL. 
OWNER(S): BREANNA & TEENA UYENO
SIRE/DAM: CH HHH CANAS PRINCE WILLIAMS OF DOX X PEACEKEEPER CANAS GO WITH THE FLO
BREEDER(S): KRISTEN WETZEL

AB 240 ELISABETH THELESIS HASEM. 
OWNER(S): TEENA UYENO & PATRICIA O'BRIEN
SIRE/DAM: CH BRIGGANS BERINGER OF BULLMAST X GCH BROBENS BEST OF BULLMAST
BREEDER(S): MANUEL QUINTERO & MANUEL QUINTERO

AB 345 CH BLAZIN'S GEORGIA ON MY MIND. 
OWNER(S): SHANNON LEVINES
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTH EAST X GCH CH ST ELLA NOIR OF AQUITANES FOLLY
BREEDER(S): DONNA ATKINS

AB 5 GCH CH WINNING COLORS ALEXANDERS GREATEST FOLLY. 
OWNER(S): VALERIE POTRATZ & DENNIS GRIMM
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK BRUNO DF THE NORTH EAST X GCH BANSTOCK BEWITCHED BY HIGHPOINT
BREEDER(S): VALERIE POTRATZ

AB 15 GCH CH LONELY CREEK'S BRUNETTE. 
OWNER(S): SUSAN CRAWFORD & SUZANNE ELWOOD
SIRE/DAM: CH GENTLEMAN JACK OF WATERS EDGE X CH DOX LILLY IN MONET'S GARDEN CD
BREEDER(S): SUSAN CRAWFORD & SUZANNE ELWOOD

AB 222 CH KNIGHTS SIRIUS ROUIXBIE ROUIX CD OAP RE CGC WDO-A1 WDP-V1 WDP-01. 
OWNER(S): KRISTEN WETZEL
SIRE/DAM: CH HRH CANAS PRINCE WILLIAMS OF DOX X PEACEKEEPER CANAS GO WITH THE FLO
BREEDER(S): BEA WILLIAMS

ABA NATIONAL SPECIALTY BEST OF BREED and MULTIPLE DOG NON-REGULAR CLASSES 
Saturday, October 10, 2015
JUDGE: MRS. CAROL BEANS

BEST OF BREED DOGS:
Note: An asterisk preceding an armband no. indicates NOHS eligible.

AB 5 GCH CH WINNING COLORS ALEXANDERS GREATEST FOLLY. 
OWNER(S): VALERIE POTRATZ & DENNIS GRIMM
SIRE/DAM: CH BANSTOCK BRUNO DF THE NORTH EAST X GCH BANSTOCK BEWITCHED BY HIGHPOINT
BREEDER(S): VALERIE POTRATZ

AB 15 GCH CH LONELY CREEK'S BRUNETTE. 
OWNER(S): SUSAN CRAWFORD & SUZANNE ELWOOD
SIRE/DAM: CH GENTLEMAN JACK OF WATERS EDGE X CH DOX LILLY IN MONET'S GARDEN CD
BREEDER(S): SUSAN CRAWFORD & SUZANNE ELWOOD

AB 222 CH KNIGHTS SIRIUS ROUIXBIE ROUIX CD OAP RE CGC WDO-A1 WDP-V1 WDP-01. 
OWNER(S): KRISTEN WETZEL
SIRE/DAM: CH HRH CANAS PRINCE WILLIAMS OF DOX X PEACEKEEPER CANAS GO WITH THE FLO
BREEDER(S): BEA WILLIAMS
**BREEDER(S):** HELENE NIETSCH & MICHELE MCGOVERN & KELLEY ST JOHN & DALE M STAMMEL  
**OWNER(S):** GIUSEPPE MAZZAMUTO

---

**BREEDER(S):** LINDA M VALENTINE AND DANNY DELISLE  
**SIRE/DAM:** BLACKJACK DOUBLE DOWN ON BOBECK X BO-BECK’S MOST USEFUL GIFT

---

**BREEDER(S):** JESSICA CARRION & BECKY S MARTIN  
**SIRE/DAM:** SHADY OAK WATCH ME X SHAYY OAK OH MY-A-HOME RUN

---

**BREEDER(S):** CHRISTINA K TOWER & ANNA FIGUEROA  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH HARM'S SINGULAR SENSATION AT LEATHERNECK X CH LEATHERNECK BACK TALK

---

**BREEDER(S):** REBECCA FULTON DVM & ANTHONY SCULLY & GREGORY KUZMA  
**SIRE/DAM:** GCH VALENTINE'S CHARDONET TANKER X CH TRACABULL'S AIN'T NOTHIN SWEETER

---

**BREEDER(S):** TRACY L MUMMERT  
**SIRE/DAM:** BRAMSTOKE'S CARVED IN STONE X NEWCASTLE'S BRINGING WICKED EAST AT DOMER

---

**BREEDER(S):** MICHAEL RAINEY & NANCY RAINEY  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BASTION'S LOUISVILLE SLUGGER X T-BOLD'S LITTLE LAYIN LUPE

---

**BREEDER(S):** ROBERT & LYNN SOPHR  
**SIRE/DAM:** EDISON IZ MIRA ANTALLIS X MOLLY VON MARTINLAND

---

**BREEDER(S):** TERRI BLUESTOCK  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BULLSTOCK'S SON OF ANARCHY X CH BULLSTOCK'S SNOW LION

---

**BREEDER(S):** CHERYL BRUBAKER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BASTION'S COURAGE UNDER FIRE CDX, RE, NAP, NJP X CH BASTION'S SHOW STOPPER

---

**BREEDER(S):** ROBERT & LYNN SOPHR  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BASTION'S KEEPER OF THE FLAME AT IVYSTONE

---

**BREEDER(S):** MIKLOS VERES  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BASTION'S KEEPERS OF THE FLAME AT IVYSTONE

---

**BREEDER(S):** TERRY BLOUNT  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH HARLETT'S MOVE IT MOVE IT X GCH GRIDIRON'S TEAM CAPTAIN

---

**BREEDER(S):** DOREEN A MOSKALUK & WILLIAM MOSKALUK  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH TONDRA'S A PERFECT POUR X GCH XTREME'S DOODLIN' AROUND CGC

---

**BREEDER(S):** CHERYL BRUBAKER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BRU TOWN N XTREME'S REGGIE SETS THE EDGE

---

**BREEDER(S):** ROBERT & LYNN SOPHR  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BASTION'S LOUISVILLE SLUGGER X T-BOLD'S LITTLE LAYIN LUPE

---

**BREEDER(S):** TERI WINSTON DVM & KATHY KOCHER  
**SIRE/DAM:** GCH BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINTS NEW DAY BRUIN AT KIMO X CH GAFFLE'S ICON REPEATED IN RED

---

**BREEDER(S):** TERI WINSTON DVM & KATHY KOCHER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH STARRDOGS HE'S A PLAYER X CH STARRDOGS SHADOW OF THE WIND

---

**BREEDER(S):** TERI WINSTON DVM & KATHY KOCHER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH STARRDOGS MIDNIGHT RAMBLER

---

**BREEDER(S):** KATHRYN A ROBERTS  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BRIGGANS BERINGER OF BULLMAST X GCH BROBENS BEST OF BULLMAST

---

**BREEDER(S):** TERI WINSTON DVM & KATHY KOCHER  
**SIRE/DAM:** GCH BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINTS NEW DAY BRUIN AT KIMO X CH GAFFLE'S ICON REPEATED IN RED

---

**BREEDER(S):** LIZBETH GRALL  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BASTION'S LOUISVILLE SLUGGER X T-BOLD'S LITTLE LAYIN LUPE

---

**BREEDER(S):** TERI WINSTON DVM & KATHY KOCHER  
**SIRE/DAM:** GCH BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINTS NEW DAY BRUIN AT KIMO X CH GAFFLE'S ICON REPEATED IN RED

---

**BREEDER(S):** KATHY MCALISTER & GWIN BADER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BLOOMS WINDWILLIE X GCH TORDNA AND WILL-O-WAY GOING ROGUE AT ALTITUDE

---

**BREEDER(S):** KATHY MCALISTER & GWIN BADER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BLOOMS WINDWILLIE X GCH TORDNA AND WILL-O-WAY GOING ROGUE AT ALTITUDE
277 CH BRU TOWN N XTREME'S DIDN'T C ME COMING.  
**BREEDER(S):** CHERYL BRUBAKER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH GCH TOWN'S A PERFECT PORF OR CH GCH XTREME'S DODDUN AROUND  
**OWNER(S):** TINA THOMPSON & CHERYL BRUBAKER  

279 CH SQUIREDEAL SUPREME COMMANDER.  
**BREEDER(S):** JOHN & JANE HAYDEN & JEAN ROBINSON  
**SIRE/DAM:** GCH CH BRAMSTOCK'S CARVED IN STONE X GCH CH LEATHERNECK BACK TALK  
**OWNER(S):** JOHN & JANE HAYDEN  

291 BRAMSTOCK'S SUGAR DADDY.  
**BREEDER(S):** KAY REIL  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BRAMSTOCK'S BLASTINGOFF BARTHOLOMEW X HIGHPOINT'S FIRST LADY OF BRAMSTOCK  
**OWNER(S):** NICK KARAMASS & DINA KARAMASSIS  

293 CH PEACEKEEPER LEATHERNECK OF RODEL.  
**BREEDER(S):** PHYLLIS & RICK PARKS  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH LEATHERNECK IT'S ALL ABOUT ME X CH PEACEKEEPER CAYPSIO MIMOSA  
**OWNER(S):** ROBERT BILES  

295 NEWCASTLE'S STANDING Ovation.  
**BREEDER(S):** ANTHONY SCULLY  
**SIRE/DAM:** NEWCASTLE'S LOVE STRUCK ROMEO X NEWCASTLE'S GRACEFULLY DONE  
**OWNER(S):** JEFF & JULIA HORNISHAW & ANTHONY SCULLY  

299 CH BEAUTY N GALLANT IB BUNKER OF BULLMAST.  
**BREEDER(S):** PATRICIA O'BRIEN & TEZLA YUEMO  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH GALLANT ONS N BULLMAST EL TORO ROJO BE MARVELOUS X GCH BESTBUDS IB BEAUTIFUL OF BULLMAST  
**OWNER(S):** HANNE R MINTZ & MARINA G MINTZ  

103 - Moved up from Open ACAD Cog class

BEST OF BREED BITCHES:

"6 CH EMPRESS THEODORA'S BYZANTINE FOLLY.  
**BREEDER(S):** TINA THOMPSON  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BATSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTH EAST X GCH CH S TELLA NOR OF AQUITAINES FOLLY  
**OWNER(S):** TINA THOMPSON  

12 CH AMIEA'S BRAVE FLIGHT OF FOLLY.  
**BREEDER(S):** TINA THOMPSON  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BATSTOCK BRUNO OF THE NORTH EAST X GCH CH S TELLA NOR OF AQUITAINES FOLLY  
**OWNER(S):** MACENEEZ 2012 & TINA THOMPSON  

14 GCH CH XTREME'S N ROGEL'S PERFECT BLEND.  
**BREEDER(S):** ROBERT LEWIS BLES JR  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH TONDRAS N PERFECT POUR X CH ROMEO'S BEE ODULLY  
**OWNER(S):** CHERIL & TIM BRUBAKER & NICOLE SHOOK  

20 CH BASTION'S SOME LIKE IT HOT.  
**BREEDER(S):** KIMBERLIE COOK & LYNN SPOHR & ROBERT SPORH  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BRAMSTOCK'S BLASTINGOFFBATFOOIBHUMPH X SPIRITSONG N BASTION SHOWING' OFF SO FORLO, CD, RE, NUP  
**OWNER(S):** CHRIS & DEBIE COGGIN  

22 GCH WATERWOOGO OUR GANG'S LITTLE RASCAL.  
**BREEDER(S):** SUZANNE ADXINS & GIL  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH GCH S TELLA'S SINGULAR SENSATION AT LEATHERNECK X TNT'S M.A. THUNDER DOWN UNDER  
**OWNER(S):** LINDA GRAFF & STEVEN GRAFF  

28 GCH ICONS ABSOLUTE DOUBLE SHORT OF KAHLUA.  
**BREEDER(S):** TERRI WINSTON OVM & MELINDA'S A GEESE & ALEXIS CARTER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH MELIEVES COMING TO YOUR CITY X CH WILDFIRE'S ICONIC FIVE ALARM INFERNAL  
**OWNER(S):** KAREN FREDMAN & E. TODD PIERCE  

35 GCH CAPPELLA'S WE R HE WHO R V LEGENDS.  
**BREEDER(S):** STACEY MARDINO & CINDY DENGLE & BRAN WITMER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH DOX WINDGOS HEROJANT SON OF CH VON DER BAHMS & MIRON'S SUGAR & SPICE  
**OWNER(S):** STACEY MARDINO & CINDY DENGLE  

38 GCH GAFFLE'S POINT OF GRACE AT PATRIOT.  
**BREEDER(S):** KATHY KOCHER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH NEWCASTLE'S LOVE STRUCK ROMEO X CH GAFFLE'S BONNY LASS  
**OWNER(S):** JANET PELTON  

148 CH BO-RECK'S DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE AT STE-LO-COG.  
**BREEDER(S):** BECKY & ROBERT MARTIN JR & LORI BAKER & MELISA BAUSMAN  
**SIRE/DAM:** BO-RECK'S SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT X CH BO-RECK'S JUST WARMING UP  
**OWNER(S):** STEPHEN & LORI BAKER & BECKY MOWRY  

50 CH HIGHPOINT N BANSTOCK'S KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON.  
**BREEDER(S):** HELENE NIETSCH & MICHELLE MCGOVERN & KELLYE ST. JOHN & JOHN DAMIELE  
**SIRE/DAM:** GCH WINDOORS KEY THERE HANDSOME X CH GCH BATSTOCK'S BLASTINGOFF  

BULL Astip Best of Breed continued . . . BITCHES

54 CH BRU TOWN N XTREME'S HELLO FIRE.  
**BREEDER(S):** CHERYL BRUBAKER  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH GCH TOWN'S A PERFECT PORF OR CH GCH XTREME'S DODDUN AROUND CCG.  
**OWNER(S):** TIMOTHY & CHERYL BRUBAKER  

60 GCH GRIDRON'S ELITE PLAYMAKER.  
**BREEDER(S):** TERRY BLOUNT  
**OWNER(S):** TERRY BLOUNT  

74 CH BRAMSTOCK'S SHOP TILL YOU DROP.  
**BREEDER(S):** KAY REIL & PAM MCCOLINTON  
**OWNER(S):** KAY REIL  

75 CH WILL-O-WAY'S LITTLE BITTY BIG BANG.  
**BREEDER(S):** GWEN BADER & DAVID SPONG  
**OWNER(S):** GWEN BADER & DAVID SPONG  

80 CH WILL-O-WAY'S CHILL FACTOR OF ALTITUDE.  
**BREEDER(S):** KATHY MCALISTER & GWEN BADER  
**OWNER(S):** GWEN BADER & DAVID SPONG  

86 CH BANSTOCK'S OAKRIDGE BLACK MESA COREX.  
**BREEDER(S):** HELENE NIETSCH & MICHELLE MCGOVERN & MIKE MCGOVERN  
**OWNER(S):** CH OAKRIDGE GOOD CREDIBILEX EX RE CH BANSTOCK BACK TO THE FUTURE  

88 CH BREEZY HILL'S DIAMOND R THE KUFF AT BIG PAWS.  
**BREEDER(S):** KERRY ASHBACHER  
**SIRE/DAM:** GCH RIVER HAVEN'S DAL PRIMO BOHEMIAN Rhapsody X GCH BULLSTOCK'S ALL JEWELLED UP  
**OWNER(S):** BILLIE COLE  

94 CH HOMESTEADS MY BFF.  
**BREEDER(S):** MARLENE PLANTE & BENJAMIN PLANTE  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH GRANDFATHER'S GRANNY BEAR X CH HOMESTEADS CALMITY JANE  
**OWNER(S):** MARLENE PLANTE  

102 CH DAL PRIMO SPRIT OF WINNING COLORS.  
**BREEDER(S):** PATRICIA LAMONIKA & ANGELA LAMONIKA  
**SIRE/DAM:** GCH DAL PRIMO IN THE MAKING X GCH WINNING COLORS PERFECKTA  
**OWNER(S):** GEORGE VANDENBERG II & CRYSTAL R CORNER  

112 GCH PANDORA'S OPENING ACT.  
**BREEDER(S):** KRISTEN WETZEL  
**OWNER(S):** CH NTN'S LONSTAR X CH MISSY VII  

116 CH PANDORA'S SHE'S SO SAVVY.  
**BREEDER(S):** KRISTEN WETZEL  
**OWNER(S):** CH NDLO'S WYLOWAY SQUARE ROOT X GRIDRON'S LEGEND OF DALLAS  

128 GCH ADORA'S INCREDUBULL SHELBY COBRA.  
**BREEDER(S):** DOREEN MOSKALUK & STEVEN MOSKALUK  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH HOMESTEADS WINNIE OVER ME X CH ADORA'S SHE'S A MARVEL  
**OWNER(S):** DOREEN MOSKALUK & STEVEN MOSKALUK  

130 GCH ARIA'S AIR ON A STRING.  
**BREEDER(S):** MICHAEL RAYNIE & NANCY N RAINIE  
**OWNER(S):** MICHAEL RAYNIE & NANCY N RAINIE  

136 GCH BO-BECK'S GOOD GOLLY MISS MOLLY COGC.  
**BREEDER(S):** BECKY MARTIN & MELISSA BAUSMAN  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH MIKEL RAHNACH OF LEATHERNECK X CH BO-BECK LUKON LEGALLY BLOND RN  
**OWNER(S):** KATHLEEN WHITE & GERRY BEAUDOIN  

166 CH CARABULL'S EVEN TO REMEMBER AT JUSTICE.  
**BREEDER(S):** TIMOTHY J & CHERYL BRUBAKER  
**OWNER(S):** CHERIL & TIM BRUBAKER & NICOLE SHOOK  

174 GCH S KOLD'S TOO HOT TO HANDLE CO RD CA RG.  
**BREEDER(S):** KIMBERLIE COOK & ROBERT SPORH  
**SIRE/DAM:** CH BRAMSTOCK'S BLASTINGOFF BARTHOLOMEW X SPIRITSONG N BASTION SHOWING' OFF SO FORLO, CDX RE AXP CUP.  

OWNERS:  
MICHAELE MCGOVERN & HELENE NIETSCH & KELLYE ST. JOHN
OWNER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK
BULLM ASTFF BEST OF BREED continued . . . BITCHES

178 CH RANGER'S BRIGADIER SHADOW OF THE GLEN.  
BREEDER(S): REBA WISDOM  
SIRE/DAM: GCH BO-BECK'S MIDNIGHT DNYX OF GEM X CH RANGER'S MAJOR RAVEN  
OWNER(S): ROLISSA NASH & JUDE E NEWTON

200 GCH HOMESTEADS LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT JFY.  
BREEDER(S): MARLNE PLANTE & BENJAMIN PLANTE  
SIRE/DAM: CH HOMESTEADS ALL EYES ON ME X REBECCA OF HOMESTEAD FARM  
OWNER(S): JOSE CALDERO

206 CH VALENTINE'S BLACK DIAMOND.  
BREEDER(S): LINDA M VALENTINE & DANNY DELISLE  
SIRE/DAM: FAR ISLE DON CARLO N SCULLY X STARRODGGS PISTOLS AND PEARLS  
OWNER(S): GIUSEPPE MAZZAMUTO

207 GCH ROPS ROYAL DIVA N STEALSAHEART.  
BREEDER(S): RITA PUCCI HOWARD GUSSIS & LESLEY BROWN  
SIRE/DAM: CH ROYAL ALLR'S OF STEALSAHEART X GCH ROPS ROYAL DIVA OF STEALSAHEART  
OWNER(S): RITA PUCCI

211 GCH CHATO'S ORNELLA OF THE PRIDE.  
BREEDER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & MANUAL A QUINTERO  
SIRE/DAM: CHATOS MYLTHON X BECKJAR'S HAYIM'S JET SET  
OWNER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & AMY LUCIA EVANS

212 CH ICON N GAFFLE'S DOMESTIC GODDESS.  
BREEDER(S): TERI WINSTON DVM & KATHY KOCHER  
SIRE/DAM: CHATOS MIDNIGHT MYLTHON X BECKJAR'S PISTOLS AND PEARLS  
OWNER(S): JILL ROMAN & TERI WINSTON DVM & MARTIN GLOVER

215 CH ROPS ROYAL DIVA N STEALSAHEART.  
BREEDER(S): RITA PUCCI HOWARD GUSSIS & LESLEY BROWN  
SIRE/DAM: CH ROYAL ALLR'S OF STEALSAHEART X GCH ROPS ROYAL DIVA OF STEALSAHEART  
OWNER(S): RITA PUCCI

217 GCH CHATO'S ORNELLA OF THE PRIDE.  
BREEDER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & MANUAL A QUINTERO  
SIRE/DAM: CHATOS MYLTHON X BECKJAR'S HAYIM'S JET SET  
OWNER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & AMY LUCIA EVANS

218 CH BISS NAMBE N ESSEX BEEP KABOB FROM WINDOVER.  
BREEDER(S): DONNA PENDLETON & HAILEY E BROGAN  
SIRE/DAM: CH MIKELL RANAH'S OF LEATHERNECK X GCH WINDOVER'S SUDDENLY FAMOUS RN  
OWNER(S): PAULA STURIALE & JULIE AHRENS

219 CH SOLO-K'S ALL FIRED UP AT T-BOLDT.  
BREEDER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK & LYNN SPOHR  
SIRE/DAM: CH BRAMSTOKE BLASTINOFFBARTHOLMEW X CH SPIRIT SONG N BASTION SHOWN' OFF FOR SOLO-K CD RE NJP  
OWNER(S): SHERRY BOLDT & KIMBERLEE COOK & LYNN SPOHR

220 GCH CHATO'S MOULIN ROUGE DANCER.  
BREEDER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & AMY LUCIA EVANS  
SIRE/DAM: CHATOS MIDNIGHT MYLTHON X BECKJAR'S HAYIM'S JET SET  
OWNER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & AMY LUCIA EVANS

221 CH ICON N GAFFLE'S DOMESTIC GODDESS.  
BREEDER(S): TERI WINSTON DVM & KATHY KOCHER  
SIRE/DAM: CHATOS MIDNIGHT MYLTHON X BECKJAR'S PISTOLS AND PEARLS  
OWNER(S): JILL ROMAN & TERI WINSTON DVM & MARTIN GLOVER

222 GCH TONDRA AND WILL-O-WAY GOING ROGUE AT ALTITUDE.  
BREEDER(S): KARA GONZALEZ & MICHELE MCGOVERN & ELIZABETH FALK  
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAYS ROBUSTO CONIBA X GCH TONDRA'S WHAT'S COOKIN HIGHPOINT  
OWNER(S): KATHY MCALISTER & GWEN SPONG

223 GCH NEWCASTLE'S BLAME IT ON THE SUN.  
BREEDER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY & DR. JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP  
SIRE/DAM: GCH ISHANA'S PLAY IT AGAIN SAM X CH NEWCASTLE SOPHIE  
OWNER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY & EMI GONZALEZ

224 GCH CHATO'S ORNELLA OF THE PRIDE.  
BREEDER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & MANUAL A QUINTERO  
SIRE/DAM: CHATOS MYLTHON X BECKJAR'S HAYIM'S JET SET  
OWNER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK & LYNN SPOHR

225 GCH NEWCASTLE'S BRED BY EXHIBITOR.  
BREEDER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK & LYNN SPOHR  
SIRE/DAM: CH BRAMSTOKE BLASTINOFFBARTHOLMEW X CH SPIRIT SONG N BASTION SHOWN' OFF FOR SOLO-K CD RE NJP  
OWNER(S): SHERRY BOLDT & KIMBERLEE COOK & LYNN SPOHR

226 GCH CHATO'S ORNELLA OF THE PRIDE.  
BREEDER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & MANUAL A QUINTERO  
SIRE/DAM: CHATOS MIDNIGHT MYLTHON X BECKJAR'S HAYIM'S JET SET  
OWNER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & AMY LUCIA EVANS

227 GCH BISS NAMBE N ESSEX BEEP KABOB FROM WINDOVER.  
BREEDER(S): DONNA PENDLETON & HAILEY E BROGAN  
SIRE/DAM: CH MIKELL RANAH'S OF LEATHERNECK X GCH WINDOVER'S SUDDENLY FAMOUS RN  
OWNER(S): PAULA STURIALE & JULIE AHRENS

228 CH SOLO-K'S ALL FIRED UP AT T-BOLDT.  
BREEDER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK & LYNN SPOHR  
SIRE/DAM: CH BRAMSTOKE BLASTINOFFBARTHOLMEW X CH SPIRIT SONG N BASTION SHOWN' OFF FOR SOLO-K CD RE NJP  
OWNER(S): SHERRY BOLDT & KIMBERLEE COOK & LYNN SPOHR

229 CH STONEHILL'S ATHENA MILDRED.  
BREEDER(S): JOSEPH & SHANNON SCARLACH  
SIRE/DAM: CH HARLETT'S HIGH STAKES X STONEHILL'S URS MAE  
OWNER(S): JOSEPH & SHANNON SCARLACH

230 GCH NEWCASTLE'S BLAME IT ON THE SUN.  
BREEDER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY & DR. JAMES & MARILYN SCHAAP  
SIRE/DAM: GCH ISHANA'S PLAY IT AGAIN SAM X CH NEWCASTLE SOPHIE  
OWNER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY & EMI GONZALEZ

231 GCH BO-BECK'S JUST WARMING UP.  
BREEDER(S): BECKY & ROBERT MARTIN  
SIRE/DAM: CH MIKELL RANAH'S OF LEATHERNECK X CH BO-BECK LINMOR LEGALLY BLONDE  
OWNER(S): BECKY & ROBERT MARTIN

232 GCH BRAMSTOKE'S DIRTY LITTLE SECRET.  
BREEDER(S): KAY REIL & PAM MCCINTOCK  
SIRE/DAM: CH ASHANA'S SINGULAR SENSATION AT LEATHERNECK X CH BRAMSTOKE'S PAGE TURNER  
OWNER(S): MICHELLE ATKINSON

233 GCH CHATO'S ORNELLA OF THE PRIDE.  
BREEDER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & MANUAL A QUINTERO  
SIRE/DAM: CHATOS MIDNIGHT MYLTHON X BECKJAR'S HAYIM'S JET SET  
OWNER(S): MANUEL J QUINTERO & AMY LUCIA EVANS

234 GCH NEWCASTLE'S LOVE STRUCK ROMEO X NEWCASTLE'S GRACEFULLY DONE  
BREEDER(S): JEFF & JULIA HORNSHAW & ANTHONY SCULLY  
SIRE/DAM: CH HIGH POINT'S ZOOLANDER X GCH HIGHPOINT N TONDRA'S NAUGHTY ONE  
OWNER(S): SARA PATCHEN & SARAH GARNER

____ 2015 American Bullmastiff Association  
National Specialty Winners

BEST IN SPECIALTY: 159
BEST OF WINNERS: 43
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN SPECIALTY: 230
SELECT DOG: 167
SELECT BITCH: 364
AWARDS OF MERIT: 15 29 81 259 166 200
BEST OWNER-HANDED (NOHS): 159
BEST VETERAN DOG: 259
BEST VETERAN BITCH: 32
BEST PUPPY: 131
BEST BRINDLE: 28
BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR: 198
OWNER(S): ANN & JOE MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAY ROBUSTO COHIBA X CH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST
BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

278 GCH PRIDES SHE WEARS LEATHER AND LACE OF WILL-O-WAY. WS36425101. 29-11-10.

OWNER(S): ANN & JOE MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: CH DOX RED RODEO X CH A PLUS DOX STARLIT SKIES
BREEDER(S): SUZANNE GARCIA & MARIO GARCIA

32 GCH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST. WS18851706. 7-23-06.

SIRE/DAM: CH GENTLEMAN JACK OF WATERS EDGE X CH ROYAL JEWEL OF HEARTSLUV
OWNER(S): MARK & KELLY JONE

68 CH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER. WS19978401. 11-19-06.

SIRE/DAM: CH MIKELL RANAH'S OF LEATHERNECK X CH BO-BECK LINMOR LEGALLY BLONDE
BREEDER(S): ANTHONY SCULLY

OWNER(S): ANDY & HELENE HANSMANN
SIRE/DAM: CH ONAN OF KNATCHBULL X CH KNATCHBULL'S MONTANA SANROSE
BREEDER(S): SANDY RINGNOSE

141 GCH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER. WS30595908. 11-19-06.

SIRE/DAM: CH MCDONALD'S CHESTER THE BRAVE X CH NEWCASTLE'S AMAZING GRACE
BREEDER(S): PHYLLIS & BILL MCDONALD

46 GCH XTREME'S DOODLE DUNN CDX RE NJP
BREEDER(S): SANDY RINGNOSE

SIRE/DAM: CH GENTLEMAN JACK OF WATERS EDGE X CH ROYAL JEWEL OF HEARTSLUV
OWNER(S): MARK & KELLY JONES

162 GCH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER. WS30595904. 11-19-06.

SIRE/DAM: CH MCDONALD'S CHESTER THE BRAVE X CH NEWCASTLE'S AMAZING GRACE
BREEDER(S): PHYLLIS & BILL MCDONALD

112 GCH PANDORA'S S OPENING ACT.

SIRE/DAM: CH TRU GRIT MUSCLE MAYHAM RN X CH ISHANA'S BRANDY YOU'RE A FINE GIRL
BREEDER(S): CRYSTAL CORNER & J TOWNSEND

165 GCH HEARTSLUV N HIGHPOINT'S MOUNTAIN AIRE BN RN
BREEDER(S): PHYLLIS & BILL MCDONALD

SIRE/DAM: CH MCDONALD'S CHESTER THE BRAVE X CH NEWCASTLE'S AMAZING GRACE
BREEDER(S): PHYLLIS & BILL MCDONALD

162 GCH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER. WS30595904. 11-19-06.

SIRE/DAM: CH MCDONALD'S CHESTER THE BRAVE X CH NEWCASTLE'S AMAZING GRACE
BREEDER(S): PHYLLIS & BILL MCDONALD

112 GCH PANDORA'S S OPENING ACT.

BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

278 GCH PRIDES SHE WEARS LEATHER AND LACE OF WILL-O-WAY. WS36425101. 29-11-10.

OWNER(S): ANN & JOE MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAY ROBUSTO COHIBA X CH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST
BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

278 GCH PRIDES SHE WEARS LEATHER AND LACE OF WILL-O-WAY. WS36425101. 29-11-10.

OWNER(S): ANN & JOE MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAY ROBUSTO COHIBA X CH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST
BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

110 CH MISSY VI.

SIRE/DAM: CH BRAMSTOKE BLASTINOFFBARTHOLMEW X CH SPIRIT SONG N BASTION SHOWN' OFF FOR SOLO-K CD RE NJP
BREEDER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK, ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR

SIRE/DAM: CH TRU GRIT MUSCLE MAYHAM RN X CH ISHANA'S BRANDY YOU'RE A FINE GIRL
BREEDER(S): CRYSTAL CORNER & J TOWNSEND

165 GCH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER. WS30595904. 11-19-06.

SIRE/DAM: CH MCDONALD'S CHESTER THE BRAVE X CH NEWCASTLE'S AMAZING GRACE
BREEDER(S): PHYLLIS & BILL MCDONALD

112 GCH PANDORA'S S OPENING ACT.

BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

278 GCH PRIDES SHE WEARS LEATHER AND LACE OF WILL-O-WAY. WS36425101. 29-11-10.

OWNER(S): ANN & JOE MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAY ROBUSTO COHIBA X CH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST
BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

278 GCH PRIDES SHE WEARS LEATHER AND LACE OF WILL-O-WAY. WS36425101. 29-11-10.

OWNER(S): ANN & JOE MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAY ROBUSTO COHIBA X CH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST
BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

110 CH MISSY VI.

SIRE/DAM: CH BRAMSTOKE BLASTINOFFBARTHOLMEW X CH SPIRIT SONG N BASTION SHOWN' OFF FOR SOLO-K CD RE NJP
BREEDER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK, ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR

SIRE/DAM: CH TRU GRIT MUSCLE MAYHAM RN X CH ISHANA'S BRANDY YOU'RE A FINE GIRL
BREEDER(S): CRYSTAL CORNER & J TOWNSEND

165 GCH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER. WS30595904. 11-19-06.

SIRE/DAM: CH MCDONALD'S CHESTER THE BRAVE X CH NEWCASTLE'S AMAZING GRACE
BREEDER(S): PHYLLIS & BILL MCDONALD

112 GCH PANDORA'S S OPENING ACT.

BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

278 GCH PRIDES SHE WEARS LEATHER AND LACE OF WILL-O-WAY. WS36425101. 29-11-10.

OWNER(S): ANN & JOE MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAY ROBUSTO COHIBA X CH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST
BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

278 GCH PRIDES SHE WEARS LEATHER AND LACE OF WILL-O-WAY. WS36425101. 29-11-10.

OWNER(S): ANN & JOE MCGOWAN
SIRE/DAM: CH WILL-O-WAY ROBUSTO COHIBA X CH A PLUS DOX BELLA AND THE BEAST
BREEDER(S): ANN MCGOWAN & JOE MCGOWAN

110 CH MISSY VI.

SIRE/DAM: CH BRAMSTOKE BLASTINOFFBARTHOLMEW X CH SPIRIT SONG N BASTION SHOWN' OFF FOR SOLO-K CD RE NJP
BREEDER(S): KIMBERLEE COOK, ROBERT & LYNN SPOHR

SIRE/DAM: CH TRU GRIT MUSCLE MAYHAM RN X CH ISHANA'S BRANDY YOU'RE A FINE GIRL
BREEDER(S): CRYSTAL CORNER & J TOWNSEND

165 GCH HEARTSLUV BETTER DANNA HUMMER. WS30595904. 11-19-06.